THE STUDENT PROMISE
OSCCR
(Office of Student Conduct & Conflict Resolution)
Campus Safety
Care for Myself

I promise to strive for excellence in all that I do. I will embrace opportunities for leadership, challenge myself academically, and seek experiences that will positively influence my personal development. I will honor the good in myself by being honest, compassionate, and respectful.
Conflict Resolution

Know Your Resources

• Resident Assistants
• Residence Life Staff
• Submit a request on the OSCCR website

Office of Student Conduct & Conflict Resolution
Damen Student Center, Suite 300
773-508-8890 | osccr@luc.edu
www.luc.edu/osccr
Campus Safety
773-508-6039
Tips to Stay Safe

Be Situationaly Aware

Lock Doors All the Time

Never Leave Property Unattended
Care for Others

I promise to recognize that each individual person is valuable and has a unique perspective that contributes to the growth and development of all. I will respect the individuality of others regardless of appearance, ethnicity, faith, gender, ability, sexual orientation, or social standing.
Community Standards

What we expect from you:

1. Treat others with dignity
2. Maintain a safe environment
3. Hold each other accountable
4. Take care of yourselves and others
How to uphold the Good Samaritan Policy:

2. Stay with Them.
3. Follow-Up.
“Active Shooter” Incidents

RUN. remove yourself from the situation

HIDE. or barricade yourself from the threat

FIGHT. as a last resort

http://www.luc.edu/safety or luc.edu and Keyword search “Safety”
Care for Community

I promise to acknowledge and celebrate diversity. I will contribute my talents, gifts, and ideas to strengthen the community. I aspire to be a person for others committed to working toward a more just world.
Good Neighbor Policy
Under 21?
The Bottom Line on FAKE ID’S

IT IS ILLEGAL to assist in obtaining or to fraudulently obtain, distribute, use, or possess a fraudulent state ID card or driver’s license. Your driving privileges can be suspended for up to one year or revoked for a minimum of one year for any of the offenses described here.

The State of Illinois has the discretionary authority to suspend or revoke driving privileges without a conviction of any person who violates the laws governing fake driver’s licenses and state ID cards, or from anyone caught in possession of another person’s driver’s license or state ID card.

You can be convicted of a CLASS A MISDEMEANOR punishable by up to one year in jail and fines up to $2,500 FOR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING:

- Lending a license or state ID to a friend or knowingly allowing someone (such as a younger sibling) to use it.
- Displaying or representing as one’s own any driver’s license or ID card issued to another person.
- Possessing a fictitious driver’s license or identification card (“fictitious” means a license containing untrue information produced by the Illinois Secretary of State or another state/federal government office).
- Possessing, transferring or providing any identification document, whether real or fictitious, for the purpose of obtaining a fictitious identification card or driver’s license.
- Altering or attempting to alter any driver’s license or state ID.
- Any subsequent conviction of the above is a Class 4 felony.

You can be convicted of a CLASS 4 FELONY punishable by one to three years imprisonment and fines up to $25,000 FOR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING:

- Possessing a fraudulent Illinois driver’s license or ID card (“fraudulent” means a license or ID card produced by someone other than a government office).
- Possessing security equipment to reproduce a governmental issued identification card or driver’s license.
- Advertising, distributing, manufacturing, or selling a fraudulent driver’s license.
- Any subsequent conviction of the aforementioned is a Class 3 felony punishable by up to seven years in prison and fines of up to $25,000.
Campus Safety Programs

• Blue Light Emergency Phones
• Self-Defense Courses
• Street Smarts Tours
• Safety Seminars
QUESTIONS?

Campus Safety
- Contact/Location
- Crime
- Theft
- Campus Alerts
- Workshops
- Fake IDs
- Blue Lights
- Rogers Park/Chicago

OSCCR
- Community Standards
- Policies
- The Student Promise
- Good Samaritan
- On-campus/Off-campus
- Notifications
- Conflict Resolution
- Restorative Justice